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I.. INTRODUCTION

be the reducedresolution due to a larger observed
area and the enhanced contribution of rnultiple
Clouds and aerosolsplay a major role in atmos- scattering to the signal affecting the distance
pheric radiative transfer as well as chemical and assignment and the derived optical depths. A
micro-physical processesand thereforein earth's selected measurementof this experiment is disclimate. The most powerful tools for space-borne cussedin the 2ndchapter.
operational observation of cloud and aerosol The 3'd sectioncontainsresults of the CLARE'98
parameters on a global scale and coverage are campaignfrom 5 - 23 October 1998 at Chilbollidar and radar systems.Actually, only theseac- ton, IJK, where a ground based 95 GHz radar
(GKSS) and an airborne 3 wavelengths lidar
tive remote sensing techniques are capable of
providing information from dark regions as e.g. (DLR) were operatedsimultaneously.During the
the polar winter atmosphereand with high verti- overpassesof the aircraft over the radar site
nearly the sameair-volumes were profiled.
cal and horizontal resolution.
The macroscopic properties of clouds like altitude, boundaries,internal structureand predomi- 2. LITE VALIDATI ON EXPERIMENT
nating phase can be retrieve"d from combined
radar and lidar data with much higher accuracy The first Lidar In-spaceTechnology Experithan from either instrument alone. Combined ment (LITE) was operatedon board the space
cloud radar and lidar data has previously been shuttle in September1994. The system was
used to obtain information on cloud boundaries,
designed to measure range-resolvedbacke.g. Uttal er al. (1995),Weitkamp et al. (1999),
scatterof laserpulsesat 1064nm,532nm,and
Clothiaux et al. (1999), or cloud micro-physical
354nmwavelengths(cf. Figure l, Table 1). It
structure(Intieri et al. (1993)), howeverof either
was
able to detect cloud top heights cloud
ice or water clouds. No systematicinvestigations
on mixed phase clouds are available. Thus the geometrical and optical depths,. as well as
examplesof this study show the potentialof the profiles of backscatterand extinction coefficomplimentary information in radar and lidar cientsand boundarylayer top heightsKiemle
data.
et al. (1997), Flentje et al. (2000), Flentje et
That thesecapabilitiesare transferableto a space al. (2000).
deploymentof active remotesensinginstruments, During the shuttle-borneLITE experiment
is confirmed by comparing space-borneand air- correlative lidar measurementswere perborne lidar profiles during the fust Lidar In-space
formed at many places.The EuropeancontriTechnology Experiment (LfTE) in 1994. The
bution ELITE was co-ordinatedand partly
only relevant constraints of the space-borne-as
funded by the Technical centre of the Eurocomparedto the airborne instrumentturned out to
' Correspondingauthoraddress:HaraldFlentje,German AerospaceResearchCenter(DLR), Lidar Group
at Institutefor AtmosphericPhysics,D-82230 Wessling, Germany;e-mail:Harald.Flentje@dlr.de
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pean SpaceAgency ESAIESTEC. DLR performed airborne backscatterLidar measurements similar to, and correlatedwith overpassesof the shuttle-borneLITE instrument.
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Figure l: Biarial optical system and beam
path of ALEX lidar. Left side: transmitter,
right: receiver. Systemparametersaccording
to Table 1. Overlap of the laser beam and the
receiver field-of-view is achieved after a
distanceof about 1-1.5km.
Table I: ALEX systemparameters
Transmitter
Wavelengths,Energy per
pulse, detectortype
Pulse lengths
Beam divergence
Pulse repetition rate
Telescoperadius
Field of view
Focal length

covering a total of seven overpassesof the
spaceshuttle have been carried out. ALEX
measurementshave been performed for thesesover?asses
on distancesof about 300 km.
However, this length was crossed by the
shuttlein about40 seconds,whereasthe Falcon aircraft took roughly 30 minutes. The
actual overpass corresponds to about the
middle of each leg, resulting in a maximum
time difference of 15 minutes between the
measurementsfrom LITE and ALEX. Fig. 2
depicts the backscatterreturns for both instrumentsat 532nm wavelengthfor orbit 32.
The agreementbetween the two cross sections is striking. There is an extendedcirrostratusthroughoutthe whole distancewith a
top height of about 8.4 km just below the
tropopause,sometimes in two layers, the
cloud baselying between5 and 7 km. There
are broken, thick clouds in severallayers in
severallayerstop heightsbetween0.5km and
4 km. Mostly they are not thick enough to
mask the groundreturn signal (at 0 km)
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The backscatterLidar (ALEX) was operated
in downward looking mode on board the
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20 cruising at an altitudeof typically l2 km.
It makes use of a Nd:YAG laser emitting at
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1064nm. Frequency doubling and tripling
provides 532nm and 354nm channels.The
received 532nm signal is split into the two
perpendicularly polarised portions which
allows to calculatethe depolarisationof the
light. With a repetitionrate of 10Hz for typical aircraft speed of l50m/s the raw data
resolutionis about l5m horizontallyand l2m
vertically. However, to improve the SA{ ratio
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resolution leads to a respective processed
data resolution of some 100m/some 10m Figure 2: Backscatter cross sections at 532
horizontallyI v ertically. Four ni ghttime fl i ghts nm wavelengthfor ALEX and LITE instruin northern Germany and over the North Sea ment.
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The Rayleigh and Mie componentsof the
mean backscatter profile for the return at
532nm is shown in Figure 3. The Rayleigh
component is depicted by the straight line.
The solid lines refer to an analysisincluding
multiple scatteringeffects, while the broken
lines refer to conventional single scattering
analysis. The shape of the cloud and the
backscattervalues are reproducedwell, although there are slight differences in the
cloud bases(LITE thin line being about 300
m lower). They can partly be attributed to
different sampling volumes in a highly variable cimrs cloud of the two instruments,
since the spot sizes differ betweenabout 5 m
for ALEX to about 800 m for LITE.,It is obvious that mean backscatterprofiles from
both instrumentsagreevery well.
l0

LITE instrument becauseof the large distance between lidar and sampling volume.
Therefore, optical densities retrieved from
LITE data are much more sensitiveto multiple scatteringeffects. Comparing the two
instruments,optical thicknessof the ALEX
instruments come out to be about 30 7o
higherthan thosefrom the LITE instrument.
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Figure 4: Optical depths and maximum Miebackscattercofficient of ALEX (+----+) and
Figure 3: Baclcscatterprofiles at 532 nm with LITE (A-A) instrutnentsas
function of lon( - ) and without (----) multiple scattering gitude
effects included. Thick: ALEX, thin : LITE
instrument
3. THE CLARE'98 CAMPAIGN
Optical depths of the cirrus and maximum
Mie backscattercoefficientsboth as function As during LITE, for the CLARE'98 camof longitude are shown in Figure 4. Despite paign the 3 wavelengths lidar ALEX (cf.
the different horizontal resolution of the Figure 1) was operated in down-looking
ALEX (Ax = 5km) and LITE (Ax = 52km mode onboard a FALCON 20 aircraft. Furinstruments, the values agree reasonable ther the GKSS cloud radar MIRACLE
well. We have to note that optical densities (Danne and Quante (2000)) was used which
derived from ALEX measurementsare al- is currentlytakenfor various studiesof cloud
most independentof whether multiple scat- properties,
e.g.Quanteet al. (1996),Danneet
tering is calculatedor not. This is a result of al. (1999),Fujiyoshiet al. (1999).
the 2-level clear air calibration applied for
Meteorological situation: Throughout the
the lidar inversion and of the small absolute FALCON-campaignthe synoptic situationin
laser beam diameters in the sampling vol- western Europe was dominated by a proume. The latter is much larger in caseof the
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nounced westerly current in which short
wave disturbancesin rapid successionaffected South Britain. The associatedfronts
passednearly daily and causeddistinct airmass transitions between the pre- and post
frontal flows. Thus overcast and changeful
conditions prevailed with multi-level mixed
phaseclouds frequentlyoccurringthroughout
the troposphere.Thus this period was especially suitable to investigatethe differences
between the airborne lidar- and the groundbased 95 GHz radar profiles within the
highly inhomogeneousmixed phase clouds.
Due to their different attenuationand sensitivity to particle size and phaseboth instruments provide complementaryinformation of
cloud boundariesand cloud structure.Case
studies from 20 and 21 October from the two
week tield campaign in marine air-masses
over Southern UK are presented.For the interpretation in-situ measurementsof instruments installed on board a Hercules C-130
aircraft of the UKMO are also considered.
Table 2: Date, time, position, and applied
Iidar ratio for selectedoverpassesof the FaIcon at the radar site. The position dffirence
is given in meters as indicated by the navigation system of the Falcon relative the
ground site co-ordinates.

20 Oct.98
20 Oct.98
2l Oct.98
2l Oct.98

Time UTC
hh:mm:ss

indicatedrel.
position

14:20:29
143253
10:19:03
L0:49:54

170m south
40msouth
220m south
50 m south

applied
lidar ratio

15
ll
(170)'
25

strong attenuation

On 20 October 98 starting already before
noon a rapid formation of cimrs was observed above 8 km height due to the approaching occluded cold front of low
VALERIE II. In a strong westerly current (=
15 m/s) a narrow altostratuscloud layer in
3.8 - 4.2km altitudeappearedabovea dense
stratocumuluscloud cover at the top of the
boundary layer near 2 km. The altostratus
layer with backscatter ratios of more than
1000 in the infrared channelblocked the lidar
beam nearly completely (see Figure 5). The
low depolarisation ratio of less than 5Vo
-49-

(lower panel of Figure 5) indicates,that the
narrow stratocumulus layers consisted of
mainly liquid (spherical)particles.
Radar reflectivity and lidar backscattercoefficient profiles for the overpassare directly
intercomparedin Fig. 6. The altitudes ate
given with respectto sealevel, their accuracy
is estimatedto be about +30 m. The lidar
profile is averaged over I s which colrespondsto a horizontal cloud scaleof 220 m.
The radar data has been averagedover 9 s in
order to match the spatial scale of the lidar
data at an altitudeof 4 km. Thesetime-space
conversions used the wind measurements
obtainedby the Hercules.For the displayed
time segmentthe radar was operatedin FFTmode, thereforedata is availableonly for the
range window between 2.8 and 5.2 km.
Comparisonof the profiles in the overlapping
height band reveals a different behaviour for
the sensors.While the lidar detectedtwo narrow, well separatedpeaks,the radar profile is
much broader and the main peak occurs at a
lower height. Also the relative amplitudesof
the peak values differ. The lidar signal
probably experienced strong attenuation
along the in-cloud path. The thin layers did
not appearas a clearly distinguishablefeature
in the radar data.
The differencesbetweenthe profiles are most
probably due to the different micro-physical
propertiesof individual layers in the cloud
region. In Rayleigh approximationthe radar
signal is proportional to Do, while the lidar
signal is proportional to about D2 , with D
denotingthe diameterof the scatteringparticles. In addition the phase of the particles
plays a role. It is assumedthat the extended
thin layers detectedby the lidar consistedof
liquid water while the rest of the cloud was
dominatedby ice crystals.As can be seenin
Fig. 5, the depolarisationof the lidar signal
around 14:20UTC was very low in the three
narrow layers suggesting the existence of
sphericalscatterers.Depolarisationratios of
less than l0 Vowere found. Linear depolarisation ratios as measuredby the radar only
indicatethe presenceof crystals in the lower
part of the cloudy region, but there is no evidencefor a decreasedLDR around the lowest
lidar peak at 4 km.
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Figure 5: Lidar backscatterratio @ l064nm,
532nm, depolarisationratio at 532nm on 20
Oct. 98, 14:15 - 14:21 UT. Chilboltonis locatednear -1.43E.
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Figure1: Lidar backscatterratio @ 1064 nm,
532nm, depolarisation.ratio at 532nm on 2I
Oct.98, 10:43 10:50 UT. Chilbolton is
locatednear -1.43E.
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Figure 6: Vertical profiles of radar reflectitti4t (red) and backscattercoeff. @ 1064 run
(black)at 14:20:29on 20 Oct.98.Lidar data
is averagedover I s (about 218 nx),th.eradar
data was averagedover 9 s to representthe
sanxespatial.scale.
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Figure 8: Radar reflectittit! and backscatter
cofficient on 2I Oct.98, 10:49:54.Lidar
data is averagedover I s (= 185m), the radar data was averagedover 6 s. Red dashed
Iines mark the range windowfor the radar.
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This might be an indication for the coexis- might indicate that they were detachedfrom
tence of liquid water and ice at this height the rest of the cloud.
level. This aspectis confirmed by in situ micro-physical measurementsmade with probes
installed on the Hercules C- 130, which
passed Chilbolton at I4:I9:53 UTC at an
altitude of 4 km. As shown by the liquid wa9
ter content measured with the JohnsonI
Williams liquid water probe along a nearly
co-locatedleg of the Hercules,in partsof the E5 7
cloud the liquid water content exceeded0.1 .9
o
Ic
gm-'(Figure9).
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Figure 9: Liquid water content (LWC) as
measuredwith the Johnson-WilliamsLiquid
Water probe of the Hercules along a flight
Ieg nearby the Falcon lrg on 20 October
1998at an altitude of 4 km.

Figure L0: Radar reflectivity and lidar backscatter cofficient @ 1064nm on 20 Oct. 98,
14:32:53. The lidar data was averagedover
I s (about 212 m), the radar data was averaged over B s in order to match the spatial
scaIe.

At 14:32:59UTC the radar was profiling the
entire troposphere and therefore a signal
from the cimrs layer with reflectivities
around -30 dBZ, also appears.Again the two
dominant narrow peaks in the lidar data between 4 and 4.5 km are not obvious in the
radar profile, which shows a much thicker
layer. The lidar received also signals from
the ice dominatedpart of the cloud between
4.5 and 5.2 km. For the mid-level layer the
cloud top is placed almost at the sameheight
(5.2 km) by the two instruments.Due to attenuation the base region, which extended
down to about 2.5 km, and its structureis not
resolvedby the lidar as shownin Figure 10.
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Figure 11 compares 5 consecutiveprofiles
(averagedhorizontally over 212 m) of radar
Backscalter Coellcient lm'tert;
reflectivities and lidar backscatter coefticients around the overpasstime. It can be Figure I 1: Five consecutive profiles of
seen that the lowest lidar peaks, which are equivalent radar reflectivity and lidar backagain associatedwith a thin, presumablyliq- scatter cofficient at 1064 nm
for the overuid layer, decreasein altitude,while the radar passat 14:32:53UTC on 20 October 1998.
peaks stay almost at a constantheight. This
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On 21 October 1998 the cold front of the
previous day had passedby. Post frontal the
cloud cover broke up and mid-level clouds
reaching from 4 km to 6.5 km in altitude
passedChilbolton in a strong westerly flow.
The top of the boundarylayer around 1-1.5
km was markedby low cumulusclouds.Both
cloud layers can be seen in the lidar backscattersignal as well as in the time seriesof
radar reflectivitiesshown in Figure 7 and t3,
respectively. Typical radar reflectivities
rangedbetween -10 dBZ" and -25 dBZ".
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at the time of the Falcon overpassesaround
10:19UT and 10:50UT appearsto be better
resolved by the lidar. Actually the upper
band disappeared from the radar signal
shortly before 10:19 UT, probably leaving
quite small evaporating particles behind,
which due to the much smaller wavelength
still could be detectedaround 6.7 km height
by the lidar as shown in Figure 14. The
maximum radar reflectivities occur about 1
km lower at 5.5 km and may be due to relatively few larger ,e.g.precipitating,particles,
which only produce a small backscattersignal. However the lidar beam does not penetrate this cloud, thus its overall structurecan
only be resolved by the synergeticinformation from both instruments.
During the 10:49:54 UT overpass (see Figures 7 , 8) the cloud had becomeweaker and
more homogeneous.From the in-situ measurementsof the Herculesit can be concluded
that by this time there were neither small
liquid (evaporating)nor large precipitating
(ice-)particles.Thus cloud boundaries and
internal structure of radar and lidar agree
quite well exceptfor the smallestscales.
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Figure 13: Time series of profiles of equivaIent radar reflectivities in dBZ, for time segmentsa) 9:56 to 10:17 UTC andb) 10:27 to
10:46 UTC on 2I October 1998,which was
each short before the Falcon overpasses.

The mid-level cloud layer revealsa vertically
disrupted band like structure which however
-52-
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Figure 14: Radar reflectivity and lidar backscattercofficient @ 1064nmon 2l Oct. 98,
I0: 19:04. The lidar data is averagedover I s
(about 175 m), the radar data was averaged
over 6 s in order to match the spatial scale.
Red dashedlines mark the range window for
the radar.

4. SLMMARY
Two comparisonsof remote sensinginstruments have been discussedin this study: An
airborne lidar towards a space-bornelidar
and to a ground basedradar.
In the first case the different target-receiver
distanceleads to a strongeraffection of the
space-bornesystem by multiple scattering.
The general structure of the clouds mostly
agreed,except for few caseswhere the cloud
base was washed out due to longer pathlengths of multiply scatteredphotons disturbing the distance determination.Due to
the larger observedvolume the optical densities of the clouds were determinedby up to
307o lower from the space-bornethan from
the airborne data.
The comparisonof ground basedcloud radar
and airborne lidar measurementsclearly reveals the enornous inforrnation gain by a
synergeticuse of both systems.Their largely
different wavelengthsresultsin different sensitivities to particles size distributions and
signal attenuation.Different regions of the
clouds were highlighted by the instruments
and only their synergetic use revealed the
entire structure of the mixed phase clouds
with liquid layers and fallstreaksbelow the
cloud base.
The agreementbetween lidar and radar tends
to increasewith decreasingspatial displacement between the observed volumes (Table
2), since inhomogeneities within the observed clouds occur on small (Figure 11).
Thus, a closely co-locatedpositioningof both
instrumentsis essential.
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